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Abstract text (limited to 3250 characters with spaces)  

An innovative atmospheric plasma source has been constructed and used for routine removal of 
blood clots. The device is made from an optical fibre, a plasma guide, a pressure equalizer, and a 
power supply. The optical fibre and the plasma guide are mounted into a catheter that is placed into 
a blood vessel. The plasma guide is filled with helium at the pressure which is automatically adjusted 
using the pressure equalizer so that helium does not leak outside the plasma guide. A physician 
moves the catheter along the blood vessel and detects any clot by imaging the blood vessel using 
the optical fibre. Once a clot is observed the physician ignites the discharge. The power supply 
creates plasma bullets that move along the plasma guide towards the cloth. At the interface 
between helium and the cloth the energy stored in a bullet is used for dissociation of water 
molecules. The OH and H radicals interact chemically with the cloth forming soluble low-mass 
molecules. The plasma treatment continues until the entire clot is transformed to volatile 
molecules. After successful removal of the cloth the physician moves the catheter further along the 
blood vessel until reaching the heart and destructs all clots on the way. Thanks to the high electron 
density in the plasma bullet the water molecules dissociate rapidly so the observed removal rate is 
about 20 µm/s. A typical clot of length 4 cm is thus removed in about half an hour. 

 


